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Abstract. Since there are some important systems which have constraints not
contained in their field algebras, we develop here in a C*-context the algebraic
structures of these. The constraints are defined as a group G acting as outer
automorphisms on the field algebra J^, α:Gι-> Aut $F, αG φ Inn J^, and we find
that the selection of G-invariant states on 3F is the same as the selection of states
ω on M(G >< &) by ω{Ug) = 1 V#eG, where UgeM(G x &)\^ are the canonical
elements implementing ocg. These states are taken as the physical states, and this
specifies the resulting algebraic structure of the physics in M(G >< #"), and in
particular the maximal constraint free physical algebra 3$. A nontriviality
condition is given for 0t to exist, and we extend the notion of a crossed product to
deal with a situation where G is not locally compact. This is necessary to deal
with the field theoretical aspect of the constraints. Next the C*-algebra of the
CCR is employed to define the abstract algebraic structure of Gupta-Bleuler
electromagnetism in the present framework. The indefinite inner product
representation structure is obtained, and this puts Gupta-Bleuler electromagne-
tism on a rigorous footing. Finally, as a bonus, we find that the algebraic
structures just set up, provide a blueprint for constructive quadratic algebraic
field theory.

1. Introduction

A degenerate system is defined as having a nonphysical degree of freedom, and is
usually characterised by supplementary conditions, or by the action of a gauge
group on it. The physicist has the task of extracting the physical subsystem from
such a degenerate one. Indeed, physical information such as boundary conditions or
constraints, is often injected into a theory through the use of supplementary
conditions, and one could argue (as is done in [3]), that in a Lagrangian framework
the field equations should also be imposed as supplementary conditions on the field
algebra.

In algebraic field theory, a system is described by a unital C*-algebra J^ as the
field algebra, together with its set of states P, and hence a supplementary condition
can be imposed either on #", or on P, called respectively algebraic and state
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conditions. We examined in previous papers [1-3] both state and algebraic
conditions of types which are known to arise often in practice. A state
condition consists generally of the specification of a closed subspace PD of P as the
space of all relevant physical states. Such a selection may involve objects either in or
outside of ^ , called respectively inner and outer constraints. In our previous paper
[1], we considered only inner constraints of the form:

PD = {ωeP\ω(U)= IVUEW},

where % a $F is some specified group of unitaries. The latter set was arrived at from
the heuristic supplementary conditions of the form A \ φ > = 0 which imply
< φ I eiλΛ I φ > = 1, so on applying some correspondence rule, we obtain °U as the set of
objects in #" which corresponds to exp iλA. We developed the algebraic structures
flowing from this, and called the method of obtaining the physical algebra from it,
the T-procedure.

However, we found situations in which it was very difficult to apply the T-
procedure. Two of such were linear field theories with either nonhermitian
constraints or nonlinear constraints, the Gupta-Bleuler form of electromagnetism
being an example of the former. This was because the constraints could not be
defined by unitary elements in # \ Moreover, the abstract situation in which gauge
degeneracy is defined through the action of a guage group α: G H> Aut #", the physical
states PD being the gauge invariant states, was also intractable by T-procedure. It is
for these reasons, with the main one the treatment of nonlinear constraints, that we
develop the theory here of systems with outer constraints. This theory is then applied
to the Gupta-Bleuler form of electromagnetism, by imposing its constraint
χ\ψ} = 0 in the nonlinear form (ψ\exp(iλχ*χ)\ψy = 1, and so it is an example
of the treatment both of systems with nonlinear constraints, and of systems with
nonhermitian constraints.

The course of this paper runs as follows. In Sect. 2 we summarise the salient
points of the T-procedure for reference; in Sect. 3 we set up the general problem of
systems with outer constraints, followed by the development of the algebraic
structures resulting from it. We touch in Sect. 4 briefly upon the structure of the
heuristic Gupta-Bleuler formalism, and describe how it will be set up in the ensuing
theory. Then follows in Sect. 5 the promised rigorous reconstruction of Gupta-
Bleuler electromagnetism. We also develop some theorems applicable to any linear
boson field theory with constraints, and these also prove the nontriviality of a
previous example cf. [1], and give connecting points to other procedures used in the
literature for electromagnetism as a C*-theory [15].

2. Inner Constraints: the J-Procedure

In this section we collect the basic algebraic structures associated with systems with
state conditions, as developed in [1,3], which is where the interested reader can find
the proofs of the statements below. As in [4], assume:

2.1. All physical information of a specified system is contained in the pair J% P,
where the unital C*-algebra !F is the field algebra, and P is its set of states.
The degeneracy assumption is:
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2.2. There are two specified unitary groups °U and V in #", such that t n f = 1,
respectively called state and algebraic conditions. All physical information is
contained in $F and the set of Dirac states defined by:

PD:= {ωe P\(ω\U) = 1 V U E % ) .

Then ωePDiϊϊ(ω\AU} = (ω\A} = (ω\UAyVUeq/, VAe^, or in terms of
L(U):=U-1: ωe PDiΰ{L(<%)} a Kerωiff^{L(^)} u{L(^)}J^ c Kerω. If for
each Ue°U we define the automorphism ocv:= Ad I/, then it is clear from the above
that the Dirac states are all ^-invariant, PD c P^, i.e. (ω\av(A)) = <ω|

, ωePD.

Theorem 2.3. Let -J/(L) be ί/ie C*-algebra generated by {L{%)}. Then ωePD i
czKerωiff |W(L)#'u#\£/(L)] c K e r ω , w/zβrβ [•] denotes the closed linear space
generated by its argument.

Theorem 2.4. PD Φψύί\φs^{L)\i{\φ\_s4{L)^ KJ^ s^{L)\ and in this case PD con-
tains pure states.
So our nontriviality assumption is:

2.5. Henceforth assume lφjrf(L).
For any set Ω a J^, define:

MMEΩ),

hence ΊϊΩ is a C*-algebra, then Jί'^(Ω) is the largest C*-algebra in J^ for which ί2is a
two sided ideal.

Theorem 2.6. Let ,Af\= [^.i/(L)], ^ : = / n / * 5 ί/ien <3) is the largest C*-algebra
annihilated by all the Dirac states, i.e. Q) is the unique maximal C*-algebra in

Theorem 2.7. Θ:= {Fe&\[F9H]G@VHe®} = Jί^{β\
Then \φQ), and Q) is a proper two-sided ideal for 0. In [5], Dirac defines his
observables as "first-class variables" in an analogous way to the way that Θ is here
defined, i.e. as the "weak commutant" of the constraints. The observables in
quantum theories are traditionally taken to be stf(Όj.

Define ^ to be the largest set such that stf(L)£f a {&s4{L)\ Then \ES$(L)

Theorem 2.8. & = ^ * J / ( L ) ^ and Θ =

Hence stf(L)' a (9, and so we could choose Θ even as the set of observable quantities.
Θ can be considered as the largest C*-algebra on which we can consistently impose
the constraints. Define the maximal C*-algebra of physical observables as

The factoring procedure is the actual step of imposing the constraints. Now it is
possible that 3k may not be simple, and this would not be acceptable for a physical
algebra. So, using physical arguments, one would in practice choose a C*-
subalgebra Θc £ Θ containing ^(L)' such that
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is simple, and then 01 c is the right physical algebra. The distinction between Θ and Θc

was not made in [1]. We call the procedure for obtaining the objects above the T-
procedure.

For future use, we prove that Θ consists of the "weakly gauge invariant
elements."

Theorem 2.9. AeΘifSoίu(A)-As2yUe%9 i.e. (aqί~ ι)AczQ).

Proof. L(U)A = (U-l)A = ocu(A)U-A = ocu(A)L(U) + {otu(A)-A). Now
iffU ί̂)A c [#W(L)], i.e. by the first relation, Ae^\ίi(^v(A)~ A)e
[^j2/(L)]Vί/e^. On using the adjoint of the latter expression, we get from 2.8 that
fay-i)Acz@ iff AeΘ. •

Theorem 2.10. ωe PDiϊϊπω(@)Ωω = 0, where πω and Ωω are respectively the GNS-
representatίon of ω and its cyclic vector.
This corresponds to the heuristic χ | φ > = 0 method for imposing constraints. Define
Y:= {αe Aut &\2 = v\β~\ }, then since Θ = M#{β\ α also preserves Θ and so defines
canonically an automorphism a' on ^?. Define the group homomorphism
Γ:Tκ Aut M by T(α) = α', then we expect Ker T to consist of gauge transformations:

Theorem 2.11. Ker T= {αeAutjη<ω|α|>l]F> - <ω|ΛF>VΛ Fe$ and Vωe PD}
cY.

Theorem 2.12. α e l n n ^ n Y=>α'elnn^.
The physically admissable automorphisms of ^ denoted by Yc, are those which are
definable on 01 „ i.e. α(C?c) = Θc, and α(^ n {Pc) c ^ n (Pc. Clearly, if αe Y. it is sufficient
that it satisfies OL(ΘC) ^ Θc for it to be physically admissable.

Next consider the algebraic conditions Ψ*. Define N(V) :=V—1, VeΨ". It is hard
to find an abstract interpretation of the heuristic condition N(i^) = 0. We
interpreted it previously [3], to mean either that by construction of 3F the abstract
object that would have corresponded to N(V) is identically zero (cf. [6] for an
example of this approach), or to mean that there is some *-homomorphism Γ:g?
cz3?\-+&a onto, with N(V) c Ker Γ. Clearly in this case 01a = ̂ /Ker Γ. Now if Γ is
not the T-procedure above, there are ordering problems in systems where both types
of constraints need to be imposed, and so the natural conclusion is that the two best
options for dealing with algebraic conditions are:

(i) Construct ̂  in such a way that the objects in it which correspond to the heuristic
constraints are identically zero, or

(ii) treat all constraints on the same footing, i.e. impose them according to the T-
procedure.

Finally, for later reference we sketch the structures found for a linear boson field with
linear hermitian constraints, such as the Dirac form of electromagnetism, cf. [1]. The
field algebra is taken as Manuceau's C*-algebra of the CCR cf. [4,7]: ̂  = Δ(Jf, B\
where Jί is the complexified test function space with the nondegenerate symplectic
form B( , •) on it. To fix notation for the later sections, we define A (Jί, B).

Definition 2.13. (i) Given a linear topological space Jί with symplectic form B on it,
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let A[M9 B) be the normed *-algebra such that its elements are the complex valued
functions on Jί with finite support. It has the obvious linear structure, the following
multiplication law:

(/i/2)W:= Σ Λ^JAlz-

involution / * ( z ) : = / ( - z ) and the norm \f\γ\= £ |/(z) | .
z&Jl

(ii) Denote the completion of Δ(Jί,B) in the latter norm by Aγ{Jί,B\ Then

4 (Jί, B) is the enveloping C*-algebra of A x (Jί, B\ i.e. the closure in the enveloping

C*-norm: || /1 | := sup || π(f) ||, where P is the set of nondegenerate representations of
πeP

Aγ(M,B\
The functions δF of support {F} and value 1 form a generating set of unitaries for

3F. The heuristic correspondence rule is <5F*-> W(F)9 where W(F) is the heuristic Weyl
operator constructed from the smeared version of a set of canonical pairs Pi(x\ qt(x).
The constraint group °U is then specified as the group generated by δ<#\= {δF\Fe^}9

where ^ is a real linear subspace of Jί corresponding to the heuristic constraints.
With

p:= {HeJί\B(H, C) =

we found that <5p = <5^n0, and indeed C*(<5P) = C*(<5^n0) = jtf(L)'. There are
additional elements to these in Θ9 of the form YuocίδFι with i^pVz, but it is very

i

difficult to get our hands on these, and so we make the choice: Θc = C*(<5p) =

Now stf(L)\Θc does not affect 0tC9 and hence we might as well require J / ( L ) c= Θc, i.e.

^ cz p, so in this case stf{L) is commutative, and °U = 3%. Then 2 n Θc = ,β/(L)C*(δp),

and the physical algebra is Mc = s$(L)Ίstf {L)' stf {L). In Sect. 5 of this paper we show

that when <$ is the degenerate part of p with respect to B, then $c =

)9 where B is the canonical image of B on p/# (which is nondegenerate),
and so in this case &c is simple. The symplectic transformations on Jί which
conserve ^ will define automorphisms on fflc.

In [2] we exhibited the connection between the structures above, and the usual
structures of indefinite inner product representations, but we omit a discussion of
that here, since it will not be utilized.

3. General Abstract Systems with Outer Constraints

To set up the problem of outer constraints, consider two typical situations. First,
consider a concrete situation that occurs often in physics. Let the field algebra
J^ be concrete on a Hubert space Jf, and let there be given a constraint χeOp (Jf),
where Op (Jf7) denotes the set of (bounded and unbounded) operators with their
domains and ranges in 3tf. The physical subspace is selected by J^p:= {φeJ^\
γφ = 0}, the physical representation space is M'p9 and the physical representation
is simply restriction to J^p and closure. The physical observable algebra Θ consists
of all elements for which this representation π makes sense, and this includes the
commutant of χ, and consists of all elements which preserve &p. The physical
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algebra is π(Φ), i.e. all elements which are zero on ffl p have been factored out. In the
case when χ is hermitian (respectively nonhermitian), we can construct the unitaries
Uλ:= expiλχ (respectively Uλ:= exp iλχ*χ). Then (ψ, Uλφ) = 1 will be an equivalent
selection condition for jtfp. If UλetF, we have the case of inner constraints, and so,
since this is done already, consider the case Uλφ^. In this case we can extend the
field algebra #" to the C*-algebra J% := C*(#" u Uu), execute the T-procedure on Uu

in J%, and intersect the resultant algebraic structures Q)e, Θe with # \ This will
correspond to the selection of states ω on ̂ e by ω(Uu) = 1, and restriction to # \
This is in the spirit of what we intend to do later.

Second, we wish to consider the situation where an abstract field C*-algebra ,¥ is
given, and the constraints can only be specified as automorphisms on #", that is,
there is specified an action of a locally compact group G on #", i.e. α:Gπ> Aut#\
Locally compactness, though essential for the definition of G x J^, will be relaxed
later, cf. Sect. 5. In this situation, it seems that the only available selection criterion
for physical states is G-invariance, taking PG{^) as the physical states. This is
because even if αG is inner, there is generally not a unique unitary group
homomorphίsm £/:Gκ> J% which implements α by ag = Ad Ug. The nonuniqueness
originates from the fact that I n n ^ ^#" M /Z(#"J , and hence given a ί / : G H . f u a s
above, and a homomorphism λ:GH>Z(^u\ then we find U\Gv+3Fu defined by
Ug\= Ugλg will also implement α, ag = Ad Ug = Ad ϋg. So even if αG c I n n ^ , we
cannot choose a (7:GH> J ^ such that α = Ad (7, and then impose the T-procedure
on t/G. Information is lost in specifying a constraint as an automorphism instead of a
unitary element. This situation is clearly embedded in the inner constraint situation
of Sect. 2, where we saw that PD c P%{= PG\ i.e. that the selection condition ω(U)
= 1 is stronger than ω(UAU~1) = ω(A)MAeϊF. The general theory which is
developed in this section is independent of whether the constraint automorphism
group is inner or not, but for physical reasons, we want at least a generating set of G
to be outer. If otherwise, we should still be looking for a more unique way to define
the constraints in # \ Henceforth this will be called the outer constraint situation.

On constructing the C*-algebra ^e:=M(G £#"), we know that there is an
identification such that ^ c J^e, cf. [8]. Moreover, there are unitaries Ug satisfying
oίg = Ad Ug, and UH cz #" e \#" for H a generating subset of G. Since the unitaries UG

are canonically and uniquely defined, we may try to apply the T-procedure in J^'e to
UG, i.e. to select the physical states on 3Fe by ω(UG) = 1, and then to restrict these to
# \ In Theorem 3.3 we prove that this selects exactly the set of G-invariant states
PG(^) on 3F. It is tempting despite the uniqueness problem, to identify Ug with the
heuristic object Uλ of the concrete situation above, if Ad U λe Aut #". Hence we set up
the problem of outer constraints by:

Assumption 3.1. In addition to Assumption 2.1, we have the action of a locally
compact gauge group X:GH> Aut #" such that α(G) φ Inn #". Then the physical states
on 3F are defined by PD\= &De\^-> where

We develop the algebraic structures resulting from 3.1. The specification of PDe

starts the T-procedure in •¥e\ Lg:= Ug - \9s/(L):= C*(LG), Θβ:= [ ^ ^ ( L ) ] n
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[>/(L)J%], Θe\=Ji^(@e) = multiplier algebra of @e in # e . The non-
triviality requirement is s/(L)$l, and £^e is the largest C*-algebra in 3*e

annihilated by all ωe PDe. Then the C*-algebra 9:=3ΓnSe is the largest C*-
algebra in J^ annihilated by all ωe PD, because PD = PDe\^. Moreover, PD is the
full set of states on ̂  which vanish on S), because any such a state can be extended to
a state on $Fe which vanishes on S)e. This leads one to ask whether we can now
ignore objects external to #", and carry the T-procedure through on @ in J^, i.e.
construct Θ:=Jί^(S) and set 0t1:=Θ/S as the maximal physical algebra? The
answer is no, because 0t± will not be a gauge invariant algebra, and we see this as
follows. Since Se<Θβ, and & is a C*-algebra, (3>enJ*")<(0en#"), and hence
Θec\£F a Jtp(β) = Θ. This inclusion is usually proper (seen through examples, cf.
Sect. 5) except if J</(L) CZ J^ (cf. 3.2 below), which is the inner constraint situation.
Hence for outer constraints, the restriction of the T-procedure of J^ e to J*% results in
a smaller algebra than the corresponding T-procedure in J*\ For 0tx to be gauge
invariant, the gauge transformations must be definable and trivial on it, i.e.
<xg = Ad Ug must preserve S and each equivalence class of Θ. By a previous theorem
(cf. 3.7 in [1]), ocg preserves 2β, by definition preserves #", and hence preserves Si. For
Qίg to be the identity on 01, we need ocgeKer T, i.e. (αG — ί)Θ^Q). Whilst it is always true
that (aG - ϊ)Θe c 3>e, cf. 2.9, and hence (αG - z ) ( ^ e n ^ ) c ( ^ e n # " ) = ®, there is no
way to ensure this for the additional elements in &. Hence in general 01 γ is not gauge
invariant. The true restriction 01 \— (Θe n ̂ )j(βe n #") will be the proper choice for
the maximal physical algebra, because it is gauge invariant and constraint free, and
this choice is justified because GeΓ\ϊF contains the gauge invariant elements
jtf(L)' nέF, which are the usual observables. Since ocg preserves J^, Theorem 2.9
provides an internal characterization of (9en^, i.e. given S) and J^, AeOen^ iff
(αG - ι)A c 2.

Next we wish to examine how sensitive the previous construction is to the choice
of $Fe. This is because it seems equally plausible to have chosen #" e = C * ( ^ u UG)
instead of M(G >< #"), or any other C*-algebra in M(G >< #") which contains
<FuUG. Hence we consider the problem of extending or restricting degenerate
systems.

Theorem 3.2. Let IF c= #" e be two unital C*-algebras and let a constraint algebra be
specified: srf(L) a 3r. Execute the T-procedure in both £F and #" e, and denote the
corresponding objects in the latter by the subscript V. Then

(i) 9e n ^ = [ ^ J / ( L ) ] n

(ii)

and hence 0i = QjS) = {Θe n &)l(βe n

Proof, (i) J^(L) cz J^ means that PD(#"):= PD(.^e)|c#", and conversely, all exten-
sions ώ of ωe PD{^) are in (PD{S^e). Generally, if ωe P{&\ ώe P(^ e ), ώ| J^ = ω,
then Nω — Nώ n J^9 where N ω is the left kernel of ω. Hence:

and so by Theorem 2.12 [1]: [J^/(L)] - [ ^ ^ ( L ) ] n . ^ . Then
n [ i ( L ) f J n f - \^sέ{Vf\ n
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(ii) <fe is the largest set in #" e such that sί{L)£fe c [«Fej^(L)]5 and hence
y e n ^ is the largest set in ^ such that s/(L)(S?e n^)a [J%j/(L)]. Now as #" is a
C*-algebra, s/{L){^en^) c #", i.e. j / ( L ) ( ^ e n J^) c [
Hence ^ = ^er\,¥ and so &e = ,9'enSf* implies that
Θ = Mp(β\ •

So the preceding T-procedure would be unaffected by the choice of J% in M{G >< J^),
as long as it contains both 3F and UG.

In the next Theorem 3.3, we will show that the restriction of the Dirac states of
SF e to 3F is the same as the set of G-invariant states of J% i.e. the T-procedure on #"β 5

restricted to $F only results in the structures arising from the selection of the gauge
invariant states on # \

First, to fix notation, we define the crossed product G >< ^ cf. [8,9]. Let there be
given an action α:Gπ> Aut#", where G is a locally compact group, with a left Haar
measure A, and the modular function Λ'.G^U is a homomorphism. Let L^G,#")
denote the Bochner integrable functions f:G\-^^ with relation to the symmetric
Haar measure: ds:=Δ(s)~ll2dλ(s). This is a Banach *-algebra with the following
operations:

(f*g)(r):= IΠsfrMs-'rVdλis), /*(r):= ^(/(r"1)*).

Then G >< J^ is the enveloping C*-algebra of 1}{G,$F). The actions of G and J^ on
1}(G^) defined respectively by:

(U(s)f)(r):=Δ(s)1/\(f(s~1r)) and (π(>l)/)(r):= Af(r)

extend to actions on G * #", and induce the homomorphisms

l/:Gι->M(G x#") and π:#Ή^M(G >< #^)

which are taken as identifications, [8]. The notation M( ) used here, refers to the
abstract multiplier algebra of the argument, cf. [19] and [8]. Then αs = Ad U(s), and
L1 (G, J^) has an approximate identity. Revert to the previous notation, then it is in
the sense above that we say ,f c # " e .

Theorem 3.3. PD(M(G x &)W = PG{^)\= {ωe P(.^)\ω(ag{Λ)) = ω(A)Vgf6G5

Froo/. Clearly by definition PD(^e)\JF ^ PG(^), cf. remark above 2.3. For
equality we need to show that each ωe PG(^) has an extension ώe ^D{^e\

= ω. Let COG PG(^), and construct ώ as follows. For

- 1 / 2 ^ ( r ) - Jω(/(r))dr.

Check that it is a state:

= ω(}j/(r) /(s)4(rΓ υ2Δ(sΓ mdλ{r)dλ{s)) £
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because ω is a state. Normalisation is simple. Continuity:

Hence ώ is a positive and continuous form on the Banach *-algebra LX(G, 3F\ and
hence by Dixmier 2.1.5 [10] is hermitian, and so by Dixmier 2.7.5 has a unique C*-
continuous extension as a state to the C*-envelope G >< 3F. This state in turn extends
uniquely to a state on $F e = M{G x 3F) because a nonzero state on a two sided ideal
of a C*-algebra extends uniquely to a state on that C*-algebra. Next we need to
check that ώ | $F — ω. By the uniqueness of the extension, it suffices to check its
properties on Lι(G^\ ^ acts on Lλ(G,^) by f(r)-+Af{r\ Ae^, and ώ(Af) =
ω(A$f(r)Δ(r)~ll2dλ(r)). However L}(G^) has an approximate identity {/α}, and
hence ώ(Afa)-+ω(A)\/Ae^. So ώ\$F = ω. Clearly, since non G-invariant states can
also be extended to J%, not all states of ̂ e can be obtained in this way. Finally we
need to verify that ώe PΏ{?F X i.e. that ώ(U(t)) = 1 VίeG. Again, by uniqueness of
extension, this property is only checked on \}{G,ίF).

= ω{$f{Γ1r)Δ(t)ί/2Δ{ry1/2dλ{r))

= ω{lf{r)Λ{r)-γi2dλ{r)) = ώ(f)

Hence ώe fPD{^e). •

The nontriviality requirement easily adapts to an internal criterion on

Corollary 3.4 \φ<%f(L)iϊϊlφ@en^ iϊϊPGψ) Φ 0 .

Proof. Since leJ^, we have by Theorems 2.4 and 3.3 that

Next we examine the various state spaces. Since PQ{$F) is a convex w*-closed
compact set, the Krein-Mihnan theorem applies.

Theorem 3.5. (i) We have the following surjectίons:

where r.$F*v^{Gec\iF)* is restriction offunctionals,

and /: P3{Θen^)H> P{β\ the canonical map, is a w*-continuous isometric bijection.
(ii) There is a bijection between P%{Θec\^) and Ppψl\

Proof, (i) Clearly by 3.3, if ωe PG{^\ then ω\(Θen^) vanishes on 9. Conversely,
for an ωe P3(βe π IF) we have by construction that on extension to a Dirac state on
J^g, there are no contradictions. On using 3.3 again, we see that r is a surjection. That
/ is an isometric w*-continuous bijection, follows from Dixmier 2.11.6 [10].

(ii) Apply Dixmier 2.11.8. •

In the case of inner constraints, the statement of 2.10 expresses the connection with
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the heuristic theory, and in this situation the similar statement follows almost
trivially. First write the condition πω{@)Ωω = 0 as πω(U)Ωω = ΩωVUe<%9 and
return to the outer constraint situation. Given an COG P G ( # ~ ) , we have a covariant
representation (πω, Ua\ Jfω, Ωω) within which U%Ωω = Ωω. Now by Pedersen 7.6.6
[8], for each covariant representation of J^, there is a unique nondegenerate
representation of #"'e over the same representation space. Hence denote this
representation of J% associated to (πω, Uω) by pω. Then by Pedersen 7.6.4,
U? = pω(Ug)VgeG and πω(A) = pω{A)VAe&. Then pω(UG)Ωω = Ωω. Conversely, if
pω(UG)Ωω = Ωω, then ώ( ):= (Ωω, ρω(')Ωω) is a Dirac state on #" e, and restricted to
3F is in PG{^\

Next we need to specify the automorphisms on J^ which are compatible with the
present construction. Let the set of all possibly relevant automorphisms on #"
comprise a locally compact group H which contains the gauge group G. Retain the
previous notation for the action ot:H z) Gh-> Aut # \ Since the Haar measure of H
may not restrict to the Haar measure of G, it is not in general true that G >< J^
c H >< 3F. First a general theorem.

Theorem 3.6. For the situation ot:H 3 G K Aut#", we kw£ identifications such that:

(i) G x f
(ii) J^ u C/(G) c M(G x «T) n

(iii) C*(.^

Proof, (i) Define a homomorphism L:G x ^\-+M(H >< J^) by:

where feL1{G,^F), kELι(H,ίF\ and the right-hand side defines an element of
L1 (H, $F). Then L can be taken as an identification.

(ii) We need to show that π(^F) and U(G) (defined as operators on LX(H, #")),
act in the same way on the subspace L1 (G, #") c L1 (//,#") as the corresponding
operators defined on LX(G, #"):

- J Af{g)φ(g
G

l ( G , ^ ) , keLι(H,.!F). Then with the same notation and with seG:

U(s)(L(f)k)(h) = ί/(s)

= ^ Δ(syi2as(f(g))asίl(k(g-1s~1h))dλ(g)
G

= j 4(s) 1 / 2α s(/(s- xg))<xβ(k(g- ιh))dλ(g)
G

= (L(U(s)f)k)(h),

and hence we can say J ^ u U(G) a M(G >< f ) n M ( f ί x #").
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(iii) We already have that C*(J^ u U{G)) c M(G >< &) and also C*(J^ u U(H))
a M(H x J^), and hence by (ii), we only need to show that the C*-norm of
M(G x J*) is equal to the C*-norm oϊM(H χ J*) on their intersection. However we
already have that G x #" c M(tf x #"), and the C*-norm of M(G x #") derives from
the norm of G χ # \ Hence the C*-norms are equal. •

Remark. From the last part of the proof of the theorem, we see that C*(tF u t/(G)) is
the same in both M(G χ J^) and M(H >< #"), and so we can say that

U(G)) c M(G x J^) n

Each /ze# defines an automorphism Ad U(h) which restricts to ah on J^, and so we
are led to ask, can this automorphism be extended to J% = M(G χ J^V/z? When
heH\G, it is not clear that this should be so, because in (U(h)f)(r):=

^), the support of fel}(G,&) has been shifted by ft"1, and so
). More precisely, for (f,k)el}(G,&) x //(if, JF), and heH\G:

((Ad C7(Λ)oL(/))fc)(r) - U(h)~*Hf)U{h)k{r)

This can be written in the form L(t)k with teLι(G, 3F\ only iϊh~1Gh cz G. Naturally,
that would be the case when G is a normal subgroup of H, but that excludes most
physical situations, since G is a gauge group. So ah can be extended to 3F'e only if
heSt(G):= {heH\h~1Gh^ G}. This indicates that 3Fe may be inconvenient as a
universe to work in. Now by Theorem 3.2, the algebras ΘecλϊF and ^ e n f in #"
would be unaffected by the choice of J^e, as long as it contains U(G) u #". Now since
J^u£/(G)ciM(Gx J^)nM(HXiF), we have C * ( l / ( G ) u f ) c M ( H x , ί ) J and
hence we could just as well have chosen ^e°= M(H x #") for carrying the T-
procedure on ί/(G) out in, instead of #" e . Henceforth this will be the course that we
will follow, and we omit the prime on the subscript V.

The set of physically admissible automorphisms analogous to the case of inner
constraints, will consist of all the automorphisms definable on the final physical
algebra &C:=ΘC/&C, where on the basis of physical arguments one would have
chosen Θc a Θec\$F and Q)c\= Q)er\Gc. Mc must be simple. As before, we are also
interested in the set of automorphisms of #" which are definable on the maximal
physical algebra Sί\

Then clearly heSt(G)=>otheY, and also ocheY if αh(Se) ^ $)e.

Theorem 3.7. αΛ(^ e) c <3e iff ω(U(h~x Gh)) = 1 VGOE PDe.

Proof. Let ah(3e) = Ad U{h)o@e c ® e. Then since L(G):= l/(G) - l c ^ , we see
Ad U(h)oL(g) = Ad U(h)<>(U(g) - 1) = U^^h) -lG@ea KerωVωe P ^ 5 hence
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Conversely, if ω(U{h~ 1gh)) = 1 Vωe ίPΌe, then xh(stf{Q) c 3)e.

At this point we have collected enough general structure to deal with an example.

4. Structure of the Heuristic Gupta-BleuJer Theory

We record here the heuristic Gupta-Bleuler structure for purposes of comparison
with the ensuing rigorous reconstruction [11,12]. The Lagrangian is

L=~iμ+xFμvF»\ where Fμv(x):= AvJx) - Aμ,v(x).

Then the field equation is Fμv*
v(x) = 0 and the CCR's are

d3k
lAμ{x),Av{x') ] = - igμvD(x ~ *'), D{x):= - (2πΓ 3 J

C+ ^ 0

and C+ is the mantle of the positive light-cone, k0 — \k\. The Fourier transform is
written:

with CCR's: laμ(k),a*(k')]=-gμvkoδ
3(k-V)\C+ and the other commutators

involving a are zero. At this point Aμ(x) does not yet satisfy the field equations. On
smearing we obtain:

μ*xAμ{x)f\x) = ̂ ι J
C+

where

F = {fJ\f\p

and

= F ( - fe)}.

The symbol έf(M) denotes Schwartz space on U. The operators aμ(k),a*(k) and
hence A(F) act on the space jf defined below. Equip ^(U4) with the scalar

3 _

product (f\h){1):= J (d3k/k0) Σ fμ(k)hμ(k), then factor out the zero norm
c + μ = o

part, and complete it to obtain the Hubert space J^ ( 1 ). An indefinite sesquilinear
form is given on Jf(1) by

j ~fβ
c+ k0

Then je:=C®( 0 ( ^ f ( 1 ) ® " ) s , where the subscript 4s' means symmetric tensor
\« = i J

product. Jtf* is a Hubert space with the scalar product < | > obtained from < | ) ( 1 ) ,
and is a Krein space with the indefinite form ( , •) obtained from ( , ) ( 1 ), and aμ and α*
act in the usual way as annihilation and creation operators on Jf.
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A supplementary condition

χ(x):=d»Aμ

+\x) = - f(2(2π) 3 ) ' 1 / 2 J i^ fc^ μ ( fc) e -*-

selects the physical subspace Jf":= {ΦeJ-f |χ(x)Φ = 0}, and on jf(1), this is exactly
the space of functions satisfying kμfμ(k) = O, denoted Jf ( 1 ), and moreover, ( , ) is
positive on 3tf". Now ( , •) is preferable to < | >, because if the Poincare transform-
ations are defined in the natural way: (A, a)F(k) = eιa'kAF(A " 1k), we note that ( , •) is
invariant under these but < | > is not. So by factoring out 34?":= Ker( , ) n 3^', we
can make a Hubert space 34?phys := 3tf"/3tf"'9 which carries a unitary representation of
the orthochronous Poincare group. This factoring is justified through imposition of
the field equations cf. [12]: In Jf(1), the space 34?(1)" consists of all the gradients, i.e.
fμ(k) = kμf(k). After smearing with Fμ(k) = {kμk

v - k2δμv)fv(k), A(F) will correspond
to Fμv

yV(f), and since J>f(1) is defined on C + , the set of test functions
{kμk

vfv{k)\C + |/ve^V([R4)} will represent the field equations. This is exactly J^ ( 1 )".
Hence Fμ v

) V(/) Jf" c 34?", and so in the representation canonically defined on 34?phys,
Fμv

V(f) will be zero, and the field equations are now satisfied. Note that the field
equations are imposed as state conditions. On smearing Fμv with an antisymmetric
tensor function fμv to obtain F(f), we note that the latter corresponds to the
smearing of Aμ with 2kJμ\ Now clearly (2/cv/HC + )EJf(1)', and so Fμv3<?{iy

c 34?{1)\ i.e. Fμv is representable on 34^phys.

To model this in rigorous field theory, we will proceed as follows. For the

canonical structure, we take gF = Δ(J4?(1\B) cf. [7] with B the appropriate

symplectic form. For imposing the constraint χ(f\ we need to calculate

(Ad exp ίλχ*(f)χ{f))eiΛiG) = eiΛ{M\

and since this transformation G\-*M in Jf(1) is symplectic, it defines an automorph-
ism on # \ Using the general theory of the previous section, we obtain a C*-algebra
jF e 3 $F containing unitaries U which will implement the automorphisms above,
and these are identified with the heuristic objects cxpίλχ*(f)χ(f). The physical
states of #" are the covariant states with respect to these transformations, and the
physical algebra is obtained as C*(δ^.m n Θe) and we find that it is exactly generated

', i.e. it is C^(δ^nγ). On imposing the field equation as a constraint, we obtain

and consequently show that B is nondegenerate when defined on J f ( i y

p ^ , and indeed that 0tc = Δ(3^{^B\ which proves that the chosen physical
algebra is simple. This is the abstract algebraic structure. To complete the parallel
with the heuristic theory, we demonstrate that from the Fock-type generating
functional ω(δF) — exp — \(f \ F){1) we can construct a functional on J^ such that its
(indefinite) GNS-construction has precisely the right structure. That is, the GNS-
representation space has a Poincare invariant indefinite inner product (IIP), the
subspace generated by the action of C*(δ^w) on the cyclic vector is positive with
respect to the IIP, and its null-space is exactly the space generated by
C*(δye(iy — 1)C*((5#αr). These algebras also contain the right abstract objects cor-
responding to the heuristic ones.
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5. Gupta-Bleuler Electromagnetism as an Algebraic Field Theory

To prepare the ground for the abstract theory, it is necessary to calculate in the
heuristic framework the object

(Aάexpίλχ*(f)χ(f))(eiA^).

On smearing, we obtain:

):= X*(f)x(f) = $d4xd4x'y*(x)x(x')f(x)f(x')

Commutators:

= ^β \ ~(aμ(kW(k) - a*{k)h"(k)),
c +

 κo

where

h"{k):=-πk"f(k) J ̂ V(fc')/c'J(F)

[A(GUA(G),Ω(fm=π j j-(gμ(k)h«(k) + £,

and so all higher commutators vanish. Using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff
formula, we find e ~ γexeγ = exp (X + [X, 7]) if [X, [X, 7] ] e [R and [7, [7, X] ] = 0.
Hence

(Ad exp iλΩ(f))(eiA<G)) = exp i^π f ^ {αμ®(^(fe) + ί/A f̂c))

-aΐ(k)(^)-iλ¥(k))}

= .£iA(M)

where M is a function such that its Fourier transform satisfies:

Mμ(k) = (2πΓ2$d4xe~~ίk χMμ(x) = gμ(k) + iλhμ(k).

For this to be acceptable in the present framework, we need to check that
M e y 4 ( K 4 ) , i.e. that M satisfies the reality condition: m(k) = m(—k). This is seen to
hold from ^(fe)e^(IR 4) 5 and hμ{k) = - hμ{- k). Hence the gauge transformation
Ad exp iλΩ(f) is well-defined, and consists of the addition of a divergence with the
form of h. Explicitly, for each fe^(U4\ we have a gauge transformation on test
function space y 4 ( R 4 ) , expressed by:

άμ(k)-+gμ(k) + iλhμ(k) =:gμ(k) + λ(Gfg)μ(k) = (Ύλ

fg)μ(k)

with

d3kf

^ „ UK -

(Gfg)μ(k):= -inVftk) J -—g^k'WJik).
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Now in setting up the abstract theory, we take as our symplectic space
Jl — ̂ { i \ i.e. factor out the zero-norm part of the scalar product </ |g> ( 1 ) :=

3 _

j (d3k/k0) Σ fμhμ and complete it. This disposes of the off C +-parts. The
c, μ = o

symplectic form B defined on Jί which will correspond to the CCR's is:

B{f,g):= f ^(
c+

 κo

and the linear field algebra is chosen as 3F = A{M,B) cf. 2.13. The gauge
transformations Ύλ

f are well-defined on Jί. The following useful facts are verified by
substitution:

(i) B{Gfg9h)=-B(g9Gfh)9

(ii) GfGhg = 0. Combining these:
(iii) B(Gfg, GJϊ) = 0, and on application of these:

Ύλ

fh) = B(g + λGfg, h + λGfh) = B(g9 h)9

i.e. Tj is symplectic, and so every Ύj will define an automorphism on #" by:

Furthermore, by (ii), Ύλ

fΎ
y

hg = g + λGfg + yGhg, and from this we see that the gauge
transformations commute: [Tj-, ΎJJ = i, and that there is a one parameter group
defined for each / e y ( R 4 ) by TjT} = Ύj-+y. Because Gf is nonlinear in /, we cannot
extend the group property beyond this. It appears that a natural group to construct
is

G:= © 4 K ( / ) .

The cardinality of the continuous functions is the same as that of the real line. Group
multiplication is simply vector addition, and the topology is any topology induced
from the topologies of the [R's. The group action on #" is defined by

α •= Π <y{
9' 1 1 4

 [λλ(f) >

where geG was expressed as a function /1:^([R 4 )H* [R with finite support. Hence the
product is finite. However, G is not locally compact, and so it is not possible to
construct G x #" as prescribed by the general theory. To alleviate this difficulty, we
proceed as follows. Construct the directed set / consisting of all finite subsets of

£4), together with the partial ordering of set inclusion. Then for each sel, we can
construct the finite Cartesian product Gs:= x IR(/), which of course is a locally

J (ΞS

compact subgroup of G, and it has the natural action of G restricted to it, which we
denote by α5:Gsh->Aut # \ Hence it is possible to define #" ( s ) := G5 >< J^, and
#"£° := M(#~(s)). Then 3F a ^{

e

s\ and OL\{Π = Ad U\{f) for each λ(f)eGs, fes, and also
Ό\{f)e^f. Now by Theorem 3.6(ii), for OL:H => G H Aut#" we have #"uί/(G)
czM(G x ^)r\M{H x ίF). Let s, pel, then we wish to check that there is an
identification between J^ c #"(

p

s), and !F c J^[,p), even though they act on different
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spaces. Since supel, we have identifications such that #" a #Ίfυ

# " c : ^ 5 u p ) n ^ p ) , and hence $F in ^{

e

s) can be identified with $F in #"^ } by
transitivity. Furthermore, if s, pel and s n p / 0, we would like to identify Us

λ{f) with
£/$(/) f° r all / e s n p, in which case it is £/!(/). This identification follows directly from
Theorem 3.6(ii). Henceforth omit the superscript on U. Now starting from £F
a P i l J ^ l s e / } and UGs, sel, we can construct a family of C*-algebras
j / ( s ) : = C*(^uUGs) employing the C*-norm of # t \ and by Theorem 3.6(iii) we
have that stf{s) £ J / ( P ) if s £ p. Hence we have obtained a structure which satisfies
Takeda's criterion cf. [13], and so there must exist a C*-inductive limit

This will be the convenient universe #" e in which we choose to work, and it illustrates
a method of generalising the locally compactness assumption of the general theory.
Note that from Theorem 3.3, PΌe{βF^)\& = PGs{^) and hence on employing
Theorem 3.2, ρDe(^e) = f] (PD e(^ {

e

s )) N J%) where N means "extended to." Hence
sel

pDe(^e)\^=ΠpGs(^= &G{^\ and so, just as before, we can carry the T-

procedure through in #" e, and then restrict to #" to obtain the algebraic structure
that result from the selection of the gauge invariant states: @ = <3e n ^ , Θ = Θe n #",
^ = β)/^. As for nontriviality, that will be demonstrated by obtaining a nontrivial
result.

Since the set bfί generates #", we start by examining its behaviour. The set PG{^)
is characterised by (αG — ι)tF c Ker ω Vωe PG(^). Recall that 3) is the largest C*-
algebra on which all PG(^) vanish. Moreover, as was remarked above Theorem 3.2,

iff(αG — ι)A c ^ , and so we examine the set δJ/nΘe.

Lemma 5.1. For an FeJi, δFe(9e iϊϊω(δ λGfF) = 1 V/e^(ίR4), λeU, ωePG{^\ and in
this case

Proof. Let (/ - aλ{f))δFeί3 with λ{f)sG. Denote T λ ( / ) = T j ( / ) . Now: (1 - aλ{f))δF =

$F ~ δΎλ{f)F = δF(l - δλG/Fexp(iλ/2)B(F, GfF)) = (l- δλGfFexp(( - iλ/2)B(F9 GfF)))SF-

By general theory, 2 = f){NωnN%\ωePG(^)}, and each Nω is a left

ideal of &. Hence (/ - <xλσ))δFeNωnN*=>l - δλG/Fexp(iλ/2)B(F9 GfF)e

Ker ω B 1 - (5;G/Fexp( - iλ/2)B(F, GfF). So 1 = ω(^AG /)exp(U/2)5(F, G / F) =
ω ( ^ G / F ) e x P ( - iλ/2)B(F, GfF) V/GR, /e^( ίR 4 ) , and hence β(F, GyF) = 0 V/, and

^ ( ^ G / F ) = 1 Vωe^ G (^) , AeR, and / E ^ ( R 4 ) . Conversely, let ω(δλGF)=\ VΛ, /,

then ω(δFδA G f ) = ω(δylG F δ F ) = ω(δF) cf. statements following 2.2, and so

ω(δΎλ{f)F)Qxp(iλ/2)B(F, GfF) = ω(δΎλ{f)F)Gxp(- iλ/2)B{F, GfF) = ω{δF) Vλ, / and

so B(F, GfF) = 0, and ω(δτ? F) = ω(δF\ which we know already. Moreover, from
ω(δλGfF) = 1 and (δΎλ{f)F - δF)*(δτλif) ~δF) = 2- δ/GfF - δ_λGfF we see that

(θίλ{f) — ι)δFeNω, and in a similar way we can see that it is in JV*. Hence using

G PG{W)} the result follows that {μλ{f)-ι)δFs2. •
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So δFeΘe=>B(F,GfF) = 0V/ε^(!R4). We find by substitution that

B{F,GqF) = i2
3kd3k

c+

 κo

2

= 0

and hence kμf
μ(k)\C + = 0. This is exactly the subspace Jf(1)' selected by the

supplementary condition in the heuristic situation. Henceforth denote it by J .
Moreover, from the explicit form of G / ? we find that Gf& = 0, i.e. these are the gauge
invariant elements. Now from 5.1, the fact that co(δλG 2) = ω(l) = 1 and the T-
procedure will give the reverse implication, so that we can say that δίίnΘe = δr

This is the analogue of the inner constraint situation for linear bosons, where we
found that δMCΛΘ = δp = δMc\s4{DI cf. Sect. 2. We choose as our physical algebra
(9c — C*(δy)9 because it is difficult to get our hands on the additional elements in
(Θen^)\Θc. There may be for instance elements of the form YjλίδF.eΘen^ such

i

that FiφlVi. Moreover, the fact that 1 is the physical space justifies our choice.
The orthochronous Poincare transformations (used to preserve C +), are defined

in the natural way on M\ (Λ,a)F(k):= euvkAF{A~ιk), and as these are symplectic,
will define automorphisms on 3F. These automorphisms will preserve Θc, because Ά
is invariant under [A, a).

At this point, we note that B is degenerate on J , and hence Θc is not simple, and
also that we still have to impose the field equation as a constraint. In order to do that,
we digress here to the more general situation of linear boson fields to prove two
useful theorems.

Theorem 5.2. Given a test function space H with a degenerate symplectic form B on it,
denote its degenerate part by Ho and specify a constraint set ^ czH0. Then B is
naturally defined on H/<# because B(F + CUG + C2) = B{F,G) =:5([F], [G])
VCj e^7 and F, GeH, where [F^eH/Ή denotes the equivalence class of FeH. Then:

Δ(H, £)/C*((^ - 1)Δ(H, B) ^ Δ(H/<#, B\

where C * ( ^ - 1) is the C*-algebra in Δ{H,B) generated by {δc-ΐ\Ce^}. Since

c HOi this latter C*-algebra is in the centre ofΔ(H,B).

Proof. Let τ: A (H, B)^A (//, B)/C* (δ^ -l)A(H,B) be the canonical map, which, by

construction is a continuous *-homomorphism. Then τ(δF + c) = τ(δF)VCe(&,

because ^F + c — δF = (δc — \)δFeC*{δ(6 — l)Δ(H,B) = Kerτ. Define the factor map

) as the linear map θ(δF + c) = δ[F]^Ce^. Then θ(δF + Cι

] exp ( - i/2)B(F, G) = δ[F] + [G] exp ( - z72)5([F], [G]) = δ[F]δ[G] =

θ(δF + Cι)θ(δG + C2), and so θ is a *-homomorphism. That it is continuous in the C*-

norm, is seen from the following argument. EsLchωeP(Δι(H/(^, B)) can be identified

with a state ώePiΔ^H,B)) simply by ω(δ[F]) = :ώ(δF), and this identifies all of

PiΔ^Hβ.B)) with the subset of P(Δ(H,B)) consisting of those states satisfying

ω(δ<g) = 1. Hence by Dixmier 2.7.1 for the enveloping C*-norms:

= sup {ω{A* A)ll2\ϋje
/ = \\A\
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!). Hence θ is continuous in the C*-norms, and can be extended:

Δ(H/^B). Using the fact that θ is a *-homomorphism: θ(C*(δ<g-l)

Δ{H, B)) = C*(θ{δ« - \))JiJζB) = 0. Moreover, by τ(δF^) = τ(δF), we see that

τ(Ker0) = O. Hence Kerfl = Kerτ, and hence τ{Δ{H9B))^θ(Δ(H9B))9 i.e.

δ^ - l)J(H9~B) ^Δ{H/<#, B). •

Theorem 5.3. Let the symplectic form B be nonde generate on a test function space Jί.

Let H c Jt be a degenerate subspace and specify a constraint space Ή a Ho. Denote

the norm of Δ(Jί, B) by || ||fl, and the norm of Δ(H, B) by \\ \\b. Then there is a C*-

continuous *-homomorphism:

Proof. By Manuceau 3.8[14], || A \\a ̂  || A \\hVAeΔ 1 (H, B), and hence as a mapping,

|| | | a : Δ 1 (H, B) h-> U + is continuous in the || || ̂ -topology, and hence can be extended

as a C*-seminorm to ~Δ(H9B). Then by Dixmier 1.9.13[10], C*(δH) = Δ(H9B)/J9

where

S:={AeΔ(H9B)\\\A\\a = O9\\A\\b>O}<Δ(H9B).

Since || ||Λ is a C*-norm on C*(δH)9 J nC*(δH) = {0}. Let τ:Δ(H9B)\-*Δ(H,B)/J =
C*{δji) be the canonical map. Then by the structures above, τ(C*(<5^— 1)) =

s o s m c e τ is a homomorphism, τ(Cξ(δ,€ — l)Δ(H, B)) = C%(δ^ — 1)

C*(δH). Then we can define τ in the logical way from τ on the algebra Δ(H,B)/

On using the T-procedure for a linear boson field, one always ends up with an algebra
0t = C%(δH)/C*(δrό — l)C*(δH). In the case of inner constraints, a constraint set #
^.Jί is specified, and we construct its "commutator" p:= {FeJί\B(F^) = 0},
which can be identified with H above. One needs not have ^ = p 0 . Henceforth omit
the subscripts V and '£>' denoting norm.

Corollary 5.4. Let notation be as in 53. Then C*(δHo — 1)C*(<5H) is a maximal ideal of
C*(δH) which contains C * ( ^ - ΐ)C*(δH), and hence C*(δH)/C*(δHo-ϊ)C*(δH) is
simple and

C*{δH)/C*(δHo - ί)C*(δH) *

Proof. B is nondegenerate on H/Ho, and so by Manuceau 4.24 [14], the C*-algebra

Δ(H/H09 B) ^Δ(H9 B)/C*(δHo - ΐ)Δ(H9 B)9 and the isomorphism then follows from

Theorem 5.3. The maximality of C*(δHo — l)C*(δH) follows from the fact that the

factor algebra is simple, and the inclusion follows from ^ c Ho. •

We always assume that in nontrivial quantum mechanical systems there are non-
commuting objects in the physical theory, and so Ho φ H. Corollary 5.4 then
guarantees the nontriviality of 0ί9 and also gives the condition under which it will be
simple:

Corollary 5.5. ® - C*(<3H)/C*(G^ - 1)C*((5H) is simple ifΨ* = Ho, and conversely, if 01
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is simple, then & = C*(δH)/C*(δHo — ΐ)C*(δH), i.e. adding the extra elements ofH0 to
<$ does not generate any larger an ideal

Moreover, Corollary 5.4 gives the relation between the T-procedure and the
treatment of the electromagnetic field by Carey, Gaffney and Hurst cf. [15]. In
general situations, considering the desirability of a simple physical algebra, it seems
natural to argue that the set of quantum constraints should be enlarged from ^ to
Ho.

Return to the Gupta-Bleuler situation of before. Then J = {Fe<£\kμf
μ\C + = 0}

corresponds to H above. The degenerate part of 1 consists of just the gradients:

As was mentioned in Sect. 4, the Maxwell equations (F μ v ' v )(/) correspond to the set
%:={kμk

vfv(k)\C+ | / v e ^ 4 ( R 4 ) } , which is just l 0 . Hence imposition of the
Maxwell equations as constraints will result in the physical algebra:

Mc:= C*{δΆ)/C*{δv - l)C*(δA) *Δ{Ά/<g,B)

which is simple. Since &c is nontrivial, this proves that C*(δ^ — l)$lφ@enέF. This is
the rigorous version of the usual heuristic approach to the Gupta-Bleuler theory.
There Maxwells' equations are neither operator equations, nor equations on the
physical state vectors, because they satisfy χ(x)Φ = 0, rather than 3μAμ(x)Φ = 0. It is
well known that Maxwells' equations are only satisfied as expectation values

and this is the meaning of the above considerations. 01 c is also the same physical
algebra as the one obtained in [15] by Carey, Gaffney and Hurst. Moreover, both ^
and Ά are Poincare invariant, and so the Poincare transformations are definable as
automorphisms on Mc as required. Since Mc is simple, all possible constrainsts have
been factored out, and as {2kvf

μv\ fμv = - fvμ} corresponds to \Fμγf
μ\ and these

are in J , the exponentials of the smeared field tensor are in C*(^J). Hence there are
nontrivial objects in $c corresponding to the field tensor as required. This completes
the algebraic side of the picture.

Finally, to obtain the full structure of the heuristic Gupta-Bleuler theory, we
need to show the existence of a cyclic representation π: J^ H> Op (Jf), where 2tf is an
indefinite inner product space which contains a positive and bounded subspace ffl'
preserved under π(C*(^)), and if Jf" is the null-space of Jf7', then we must have:
π(C*((5J - ΐ)C*(δ^))J^f c jtf"'. Moreover, Jf ; should contain the cyclic vector Φ o ,
the Poincare transformations must be quasiunitarily representable on Jf, and in
addition should preserve ffl', Jf", and Φ o .

There are two approaches, both giving the same physical result, but differing in
how close we remain to the heuristic situation. The Fock-type generating functional

= Qxp(— 1/4)(F,F) with ( ,•) the Gupta-Bleuler indefinite inner product:

(F,H):= — J -—fμ(k)hμ(k) would seem to be associated to the heuristic situation

via a construction such as Mintchev's [16], and the correspondence W(F)<^>δF,
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where W(F) denote the Weyl operators defined on Jf7. About ( , •), we observe the
following facts:

(i) ((Λ, a)F, (Λ, a)F) = (i7, F)V' FeJί', i.e. it is Poincare invariant,
(ii) (F, F) ̂  OVFeX i.e. it is positive on Ά,

(iii) (F, C) = 0VFej2, C e ^ , i.e. it is ^-degenerate on #.

Now p(F) will define a functional ω 0 on the *-algebra Δ(Jt, B\ but this cannot be
extended to either Aγ{Jί, B) or to 3F = A{Jί, B), because it is discontinuous in these
norms, cf. [17]: The sequence {{l/ή)δnF}, neN converges to zero in || | | l 5 but
\ωo((l/n)δnF)\=(l/n)\p(nF)\-+cc when w-»oc.

Nevertheless, because ( , •) is positive on J , p(F) will define a Poincare invariant
state on C*(δM). As the norm of C*(δ2) differs from that of A{βL, B), we verify this last
statement, p induces a positive state a*! on A^^B). Now l ω ^ ^ ) ! =exp((— 1/4)
(JF, F)) ̂  1 = || δF W^MFsΆ. Hence ω t is continuous in the ^-norm, and so can be ex-
tended to a continuous functional ω on C*(δΆ). That ω is positive and a state, follows
from the fact that the extension is norm-preserving, and so | |ω | | = ω(l) = 1, as
leΔ{β,B). Furthermore, from (iii) above, (C, C) = OVCe^, and so ω(δc) = 1 VCe^.
Hence ω is a Dirac state on C * ^ ) , and so we have C*(δ<^C*(δΆ — 1) c Kerω. Thus ω
defines a Poincare invariant state on Mc, from which we can obtain a Poincare
covariant representation of fflc. Since ^c = Δ(1/^,B), the state defined on &c by
ω is a Fock-state. In the following two approaches below, we will retain this
structure on the physical algebra, but vary the objects on the nonphysical parts of # \

In the first approach for obtaining an indefinite inner product representation
which resembles the heuristic structures, we try to remain as close to these structures
as possible. In this situation, we have an indefinite hermitian functional ω 0 only,
on the *-algebra ^0:= A{Jί, B) and it is Poincare invariant. This *-algebra contains
the structures: Δ(1,B)\> Δ(£,B),z?$(δ(4 -1), where j^g( ) denotes the *-algebra
generated in A(Jί,B) by its argument. Moreover, we have that objects corres-
ponding to the smeared field tensor are in A(β,B\ and objects corresponding to
the smeared left-hand sides of the Maxwell equations are in A(XB)s/^(δ^~l).
Construct the GNS-type representation of ω 0 . Let ξ:Δ(l, B)H> Δ(l, B)/Nωo be the
canonical map, where Nωo:= {AeέF0 \ωo(A*B) = 0 V B G # O } . Then the linear space
jff = <F0/Nωo is a left J^Q-module by Aξx = ξAΊ A, xe J% with the natural indefinite
inner product: (ξx,ξy)0:= ωo(x*y). The cyclic element is ξv and we identify
Jf77 = ξΔ{χB),2tf" = ζΔ(M,BW*(δ^-ιr ^ quasi-unitary representation of the Poincarέ
group is obtained by UiAa)(ξx):= ξiAa)x and by observing that N ω o is Poincare
invariant because ω 0 is. The connection with the heuristic structures is then
obtained since we have that 3tf" is positive with relation to (v)o> because ω 0 is
positive on Δ(1,B), ffl" is the zero-norm part of Jf", and this follows from
ωo(δ<# — l) = 0, and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality for ω 0 on A(!,B). More-
over, Δ(2,B)3>r = Jίr9 A(Ά,B)st%{δ<e-\)3#"ς:Jr\ which follows from Δ(£,B)
s$%(δ(€ — 1) O Δ(£,B), and we have a quasi-unitary representation of the Poincare
group on J-f which preserves J"f; and M"'. The cyclic vector ξxe3tf".

From a mathematical point of view, the limitation to ̂ -algebras in the approach
above is quite unsatisfactory in a C*-framework, even if on the physical C*-algebra
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Mc everything is well-defined. In this second approach, we deviate from the details
of the heuristic theory on the nonphysical objects, but still obtain structures which
are analogous to these for the full C*-algebras. We observe [2], that given a
situation Q)c <\ Θc a 3F as outlined in Sect. 2, that the GNS-type representation of
any hermitian functional / on J^ satisfying the conditions: f{oLG\_A]) = f(A)\/AeάF,
f(Θc + ) ^ 0,/(^ c) = 0 will have the right structures of the type needed in physics.
Here α denoted a representation of the physical symmetry group G. We set out
to obtain such a functional / such that it coincides with the state ω induced by
p(F) = exp( — 1/4)(F,F) on C*(δM). This is done simply by showing that ω can
always be extended to a G-invarίant hermitian functional on #". Now G acts as
symplectic transformations on Jt and HL a Jt is a G-invariant subspace. Then every
G-ίnvariant state φ on C*(δM) can be extended to a G-ίnvariant state φ on
C*(δJΐ) = ^r by defining φ(δF) = 0 for Fφl. Hence the ω above cannot only be
extended to a G-invariant functional on #", but it can indeed be extended to a
G-invariant state / on 3F. This simplifies the structures previously obtained, in
that from Q)c c Nf9 we get that 2tf = Jί?f, the latter being the GNS-representation
space of / with cyclic vector ξx\ ^e" = Q)cξx = % 2tf' = C*{δΆ)ξx = ̂ fphys and
^(Λ,a)(ζχ):— ζ(Λ,a)X

 a s before. Hence M" can be characterized as the subspace of Jf
consisting of all vectors annihilated by the supplementary conditions, just as is
done in heuristic physics for the physical subspace. So in this general situation
where we consider the full C*-algebras, there is no need to use indefinite inner
product representations. We do know however that none of these positive
representations can have a Fock structure, which is seen from the result by Barut
and Raczka [20], that the zero mass representation of the Poincare group on a
space of tensor valued functions must necessarily have indefinite metric. Hence if
one wants to find Poincare covariant Fock representations, one is forced to look
for these in the set of nonpositive extensions of ω to G-invariant hermitian
functional on #". There is no guarantee that such functionals exist.

Since both representation methods above still produce the same representation
for the physical C*-algebra &c, there is nothing to choose between them from a
physical point of view.

We summarize the final indefinite inner product (IIP) representation
structures. There is a state ω on C*(^) such that ω(δF) = exp(— 1/4)(F,F), $)c —
C*((5^)C*((5^ —1) czKerω, ω(otG(A)) = ω(A). This induces a Fock-state on (%c.

Outside Θc, we considered two structures on J*\ first, on the *-algebra
#r

0 = Δ(Jί,B) we extend ω to ω 0 given by ωQ(δF) = exp(— 1/4)(F,F). It is
discontinuous in the C*-norm and so cannot be extended to £F. Then ω 0 is Poincare
invariant, and its GNS-representation has the right HP-structure. We conjecture
that it will also have a Mintchev Fock-structure.

Second, we extended the state ω to a state / on J^ such that it is Poincare
invariant. The GNS-representation of / has also the right structures, but now for
the full C*-algebras, not only the *-algebras contained in J%. However, / differs
from the heuristic structures outside Θc, and it will not have a Fock-structure.

At this point the indispensability of the IIP for degenerate systems can be
discussed, for it becomes clear that any Dirac state on Θc in the present model can
be extended to a G-invariant state on J^, but its GNS-representation will not have
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a Fock structure. If Fock structures are obtainable at all for the full C*-algebras,
these will be associated with nonpositive extensions of the Dirac states on Θc.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown the rigorous treatment of the free Gupta-Bleuler
electromagnetic field to be divided into two stages. The first stage establishes a
suitable C*-algebra formulation for the electromagnetic field when only the positive
frequency constraint is involved. This requires an extension of the theory of
quantization of linear fields in order to treat correctly the use of quadratic
expressions χ*(f)χ(f), albeit smeared. The second stage is the construction of a
representation of this C*-algebra theory on an indefinite inner product space.

The abstract algebraic theory of the Gupta-Bleuler field would be rounded off
by showing the Poincare transformations to be inner on 0tc. This was done by
Carey and Hurst for the Fermi-gauge in [18], but since the demonstration of it
falls outside the scope of this article, we leave that for a future publication.

Clearly the type of situation which can be described by the preceding abstract
theory of outer constraints is limited by our ability to define the outer constraints
as automorphisms on the field algebra. For the above situation of #" = Δ(,Jί,B)
with correspondences <5F<->expL4(F), the constraints χ(H) should at least let
log(eιχiH)eιΛ{F)e~ιχ{H)) be an object linear in A. This means that quadratic constraints
can be treated, but higher degree constraints many still be only amenable in the
concrete situation.

The algebraic methods above allow us to set up quadratic field theories in a
constructive way in a C*-framework. That is, starting from the C*-algebra of the
CCR, $Fx=.A(Jt, B) for the linear fields, we define specified quadratic fields as
automorphisms on # \ as above. The automorphisms need not commute, and will
define a group G c A u t ^ . Since the smearing of the quadratic fields will give
locally compactness problems as above, G will not be locally compact, but will be
an inductive limit of locally compact groups. Hence as before, we can obtain:

where ^{s)\= C*(#^u U(GS)).
sel

I is the directed index set, G& is locally compact for each sel, Gs c Gp if s ^ p. Then
3F can be chosen as the new field algebra of the given quadratic fields. Unfortunately,
it is not possible to define higher powers of fields as automorphisms on #", as a
glance at the CBH-formula makes clear.
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